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APPENDIX D1

CASE STUDY FOR BEST VALUE CONTRACTING

The following case study is based on the Interstate 5 Colum-
bia River Bridge Lift Span Replacement Project, completed by
the Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT), and is pre-
sented to illustrate the process model for best value contract-
ing included in the body of the guidelines. The process flow-
chart from the best value contracting guidelines is repeated
before the case study for ease of reference (Figure D1.1).
The applicable steps and decisions of the flowchart are then
described in the context of ODOT’s experience with best value
contracting.

CASE STUDY FOR BEST VALUE CONTRACTING
Oregon Department of Transportation
Interstate 5 Columbia River Bridge—Lift 
Span Trunnion Replacement Project

The Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) used
best value contracting in the form of Technical Qualifications
Plus Price Contracting on one project in 1997. The process
was developed to address special needs required by the proj-
ect to obtain a contractor who could demonstrate a history of
past quality work on projects of similar scope. The best
value process developed by ODOT based contract award on
an equal weight of technical qualifications proposed and
price proposed.

Step 1. What Is SHA’s Current Level of 
Experience with Best Value?

The Interstate 5 (I-5) Columbia River Bridge Trunnion
Replacement Project was the first best value construction
project undertaken by ODOT.

Step 2. Determine Motivation for Implementing Best Value

ODOT identified two main reasons for implementing a
best value process on the I-5 Trunnion Replacement Project.

• Quality Critical—The consequences of relatively small
errors in planning, fabrication, erection, and water-
front structure work would have catastrophic conse-
quences for both the I-5 and Columbia River trans-
portation systems.

• Time Critical—A short amount of time existed before
the crack in the trunnion shaft could potentially expe-
rience failure, which would result in the destruction of
the bridge.

ODOT also identified five attributes of the I-5 Trunnion
Lift Span Replacement Project that supported the two main
reasons for implementing best value.

• A highly coordinated schedule was necessary to meet
the project constraints.

• Replacing the lift span machinery is a complex process.
• The work would disrupt commuters, area business, and

long distance shippers.
• The bridge work is of a very specialized type.
• Public safety was a major concern.

ODOT felt that the best value process would result in the
selection of a contractor who proposed the best combination
of qualifications and price, or the best value to the public for
this project. The successful proposer would have the relevant
experience and capability to manage and control the risks
present within the project.

Step 3. Review and Understand Best Practices 
for Best Value Contracting

The sources of the best value process are found in the
Armed Forces “Source Selection,” as set out in the Federal
Acquisition Regulation (FAR) Part 15, Contracting by Nego-
tiation, Subpart 15.1. The best value process allows propos-
als to be evaluated according to factors, one of which is price,
in order to provide the project award to the contractor with
the most beneficial combination of factors. The SHA per-
sonnel who championed the best value process throughout
the project had prior experience using the Armed Forces
“Source Selection” process. This person led the adaptation of
source selection to the I-5 Trunnion project.

Step 4. Still Interested in Best Value?

ODOT was still interested in using the best value procure-
ment method and sufficient expertise was available.

Step 6. Establish Cooperation and Communication Between
Owner, Contractor, Sureties, Material Suppliers, 
and Other Relevant Parties

To develop the best value technique of Technical Qualifica-
tions Plus Price Contracting, the Association of General Con-
tractors (AGC) was involved throughout the entire process.
The initial contact with the AGC was to advise them that
ODOT wanted to use an alternative contracting method to
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Figure D1.1. Best value process model (continued on next page).
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Figure D1.1. (Continued).



the traditional low bid system. The AGC provided input for
obtaining the required exemption request. Other input from the
AGC came in the determination of the technical and manage-
ment criteria and the relative importance of these criteria in
proposal evaluations. The FHWA was also involved, approv-
ing Federal Aid funds for the project through SEP-14 (Special
Experimental Project Number 14).

First, different departments within the DOT approved
the process to obtain “buy-in” from upper management and
contract administration personnel. The second approval of
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the process came from the Department of Administrative
Services (the state agency in Oregon that sets the contract-
ing rules) to obtain an interpretation, exception, or exemp-
tion from traditional contracting rules using the idea of
“total” cost, not just construction and engineering cost. The
third and fourth approvals of the process were from the
contracting community and the general public, respectively,
which had to accept the idea of using the best value process.
The process had to ensure open competition and public
benefit.

Figure D1.1. (Continued).



Step 7. Select Pilot Project

The pilot project was a Lift Span Trunnion Replacement of
the I-5 bridge on the Columbia River in Multnomah and Clark
Counties. The trunnion was a 5-ft long, 20-in. diameter shaft,
located approximately 200 ft above the traffic flow, and was
a fracture critical component. This project replaced two of the
trunnion assemblies and the cables that connect and support
the north counterweight and the north end of the lift span. The
trunnions replaced were approximately 80 years old. The
northeast trunnion contained a small, actively growing frac-
ture that could have produced bridge failure as early as 1999.

Figures D1.2–D1.4 have been included to demonstrate the
complexity of the work.

A more certain method than low bid was required on this
project because of extreme risks associated with the com-
plexity, unusual fabrication and erection requirements, dis-
ruption of service, public safety, and tight scheduling for
successful completion of the work. A structural support sys-
tem for the counterweight was required. The assemblies were
to be machined to tolerances of thousandths of an inch through
custom fabrication.

The closure of the Columbia River to traffic through re-
routing was only possible during the months of August to
October when the river was at low water. With the closure
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of the northbound bridge vehicular traffic flow of about
54,000 vehicles per day was interrupted, which amounted to
road user costs in excess of $100,000 per day. The I-5 bridge
project was specialized because it fell into the category of
moveable bridge work. Most contractors lack experience in
this type of bridge work, because there are few moveable
bridges in the United States and fewer major projects on
moveable bridges. Safety was another important concern. This
project required steelwork at elevated heights, heavy crane
work, and an interruption in the normal traffic flow on a major
north–south West Coast traffic corridor.

Step 8. Required to Satisfy Low Bid System?

ODOT did not use the best value process as an enhanced
prequalification process. The best value process would not
comply with a traditional low bid award of the project. The
knowledge and experience needed by the contractor to per-
form this work correctly the first time, within significant time
restraints, were as valuable as the cost for actually perform-
ing the work. ODOT wanted to ensure that the project was
not awarded to a contractor based solely on low cost. The low
bid procurement method assumes that the public receives
the greatest value from the contractor who uses the lowest
cost material, the least expensive construction method, and 

Figure D1.2. Trunnion replacement work site detail.



provides management oversight and quality control that meets
project specifications. Technical qualifications plus price con-
tracting allowed ODOT to select the best contractor based on
both cost and experience.

ODOT considered using a special form of prequalifica-
tion on this project, but the idea was discarded, because it
would have narrowed the field to a select group of contrac-
tors and the project would have been awarded to the contrac-
tor who proposed the lowest price. ODOT determined that this
process would not ensure that the contractor who won the proj-
ect addressed the risk issues sufficiently (project selection
criteria). This prequalification process would have been
similar to the left branch of the Best Value Flowchart (Steps 9
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through 14). Instead, ODOT developed a process similar 
to the right branch of the Best Value Flowchart (Steps 15
through 24).

Step 15. Enabling Legislation In Place?

The enabling legislation to use the best value process was
already in place in Oregon. However, the enabling legisla-
tion required that ODOT submit an exemption request to
receive approval to use an alternate procurement procedure.
An excerpt from the enabling legislation for an exemption
to the low bid procurement laws is shown in Figure D1.5.

Figure D1.3. Trunnion replacement component details.
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Figure D1.4. Trunnion shaft detail.

Figure D1.5. Oregon Revised Statutes 279.015 excerpt.



Step 17. Obtain Approval to Use Enabling Legislation

The exemption request required by the enabling legislation
for ODOT to receive approval to use an alternate procurement
procedure should ensure that the conditions required are met.
These conditions include insubstantial harm to competition,
nonfavoritism, and substantial (or neutral) cost savings to the
state. Figure D1.6 contains an excerpt from the Oregon
Administration Regulations outlining the requirements of the
exemption request.

The Department of Administrative Services has developed
guidelines to help in the writing of the exemption request.
Oregon’s Exemption Request Guidelines can be found in Fig-
ure D1.7.

The request submitted by ODOT for the use of a best value
procurement contract contains the elements described previ-
ously in the Exemption Request Guidelines. A copy of the
Exemption Order Allowing Use of an Alternative Procurement
Method can be found in Figure D1.8.

Step 18. Establish Framework for Proposal 
Evaluation and Award

The framework to evaluate proposals and award the con-
tract was divided into an evaluation committee, technical pro-
posal content and scoring, price proposal scoring methodology,
final total score determination, and award of contract. A driv-
ing philosophy behind the development of ODOT’s process
was the need to be similar in some respects to the traditional
way of conducting business. For example, the submission of
the technical/management proposal was a similar process to
the submission of simplified qualifications as a traditional
ODOT prequalification requirement.

Evaluation Committee

The technical evaluation committee was comprised of
ODOT’s Bridge Preservation Engineer, the Washington
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Department of Transportation’s (WDOT) Bridge Preserva-
tion Engineer, a consultant Structural Designer of Record,
an AGC nonproposing representative, and ODOT’s Con-
tract Unit Agreements Coordinator. These five members
evaluated the technical score for each proposer using the
predetermined point award framework in the Request for
Proposal (RFP). The final technical score was determined
by averaging the five scores from the five different evaluation
committee members. The names of the members of the com-
mittee were made public in order to withstand a potential chal-
lenge from an unsuccessful proposer.

Technical and Management Evaluation Criteria

The technical and management evaluation consisted of
four criteria directly related to the following five attributes of
project success: (1) a highly coordinated schedule was nec-
essary to meet the project constraints; (2) replacing the lift
span machinery was a complex process; (3) the work would
disrupt commuters, area business, and long distance ship-
pers; (4) this type of bridge work was very specialized; and
(5) public safety was a major concern. The four criteria were:
(1) completion of three relevant projects, (2) machine shop
qualifications, (3) crane and rigging services, and (4) project
organization. The maximum possible points for the four
evaluation criteria are summarized in Table D1.1

Criterion 1—Completion of Three Relevant Projects
This criterion was divided into four subcriteria.

• Type of Work—Maximum possible points = 12
–(Required submittal of three different projects; each

could receive a maximum of four points).
–Was the project in water?
–Did the project contain movable bridge construction or

machinery rehabilitation?

Figure D1.6. Oregon Administration Regulations 125-300-0050 excerpt.
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Figure D1.7. Oregon’s Exemption Request Guidelines (continued on next page).



• Completion Schedule—Maximum possible points = 9
–(Required submittal of three different projects; each

could receive a maximum of three points).
–Was the project finished on time?
–Was the project finished early?
–Did the project have a new negotiated completion date?

• Within Scope and Budget—Maximum possible points = 6
–(Required submittal of three different projects; each

could receive a maximum of two points).
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–Was the project finished at or within 10 percent of the
contract award price?

–Was there significant added work to change the budget?
• Customer/Public Recognition—Maximum possible

points = 3
–(Required submittal of three different projects; each

could receive a maximum of one point).
–Did the project receive customer commendation or a

news article?

Figure D1.7. (Continued).
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Figure D1.8. Exemption order allowing use of an alternative procurement method (continued on next page).
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Figure D1.8. (Continued).
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Figure D1.8. (Continued).
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Figure D1.8. (Continued).
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Figure D1.8. (Continued).



Criterion 2—Machine Shop Qualifications
The machine shop qualifications criterion was divided into
five subcriteria.

• Similarity to Trunnion and Time Critical Delivery—
Maximum possible points = 12
–(Required submittal of three different projects; each

could receive a maximum of four points).
–Was the project a movable bridge?
–Was the project time critical (less than 6 months)?
–Was the project a trunnion?

• Quality Assurance (QA) Plan—Maximum possible
points = 4
–(Required submittal of published formal QA plan).
–Was it an internal document with process instruction

only?
–Was it developed for this project only?
–Was it copied from another contract or guide QA plan?

• Fabricated Mock-Ups for QA Checks—Maximum
possible points = 3
–Are these mockups only computer models or fixtures?

• ISO 9000 certification (Yes/No—worth 3 points).
• AISC Cat 3 certification (Yes/No—worth 3 points).

Criterion 3—Crane and Rigging Service
The crane and rigging service criterion was divided into three
subcriteria.

• Formal, Published Crane Program with maintenance,
inspection, testing, and certification elements
–(Each element worth a maximum of three points—

Maximum possible points = 12).
• Formal Crane Operations Safety Program with operator

training, equipment qualifications, and accident records
elements
–(Each element worth a maximum of three points—

Maximum possible points = 9).
• Rigging Safety Plan with training and equipment inspec-

tion elements 
– (Each element worth a maximum of two points—

Maximum possible points = 4).

Criterion 4—Project Organization
The project organization criterion was divided into four
subcriteria.

• Formal, Complete, and Clear Project Organization
Chart—Maximum possible points = 6
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–Does chart address subcontractors?
–Does chart address suppliers?
–Does chart cover multiple work shifts?
–Does chart show QA authority?
–Does chart show safety authority?

• Project Superintendent—Maximum possible points = 6
–Has directed two or more of the projects submitted in

Criterion 1 (Completion of Three Relevant Projects)?
–Has minimum 6 years experience with company on

high exposure projects?
• Project QA Manager—Maximum possible points = 4

–Has exposure on one or more of the projects submitted
in Criterion 1.

–Has minimum 6 years experience in QA position with
company on high exposure projects?

• Project Safety Manager—Maximum possible points = 4
–Has exposure on one or more of the projects submitted

in Criterion 1.
–Has minimum 6 years experience in safety position with

company on high exposure projects?

Price Proposals

The price proposals were rated in comparison to the aver-
age price of all submitted proposals. Proposal prices below the
average price were considered desirable, up to a point. When
proposed prices dropped significantly below the average price,
ODOT determined that this represented an increasing risk that
the proposer will not be able to deliver the level of quality
expected. Proposal prices above the average price are less
desirable and represent an increasing risk that the public may
be paying for greater service or quality than needed. This
method was developed using engineering judgment.

1. The average bid was assigned a value of 50 points of a
maximum 100 points.

2. If the proposer was below the average bid price, 1 point
was added for every $10,000 below the average price,
to a maximum of 50 additional points.

3. If the proposer was above the average bid price, 1 point
was subtracted for every $10,000 above the average,
limited to 50 points.

4. The maximum score for one (or more) proposal(s),
$500,000 or more below the average of all proposals,
would be 100 points.

TABLE D1.1 Summary of evaluation criteria



5. The minimum score for one (or more) proposal(s),
$500,000 or more above the average of all proposals,
would be 0 (zero) points.

Final Score Determination and Contract Award

The award of the contract would go to the proposer with the
highest final score (technical score plus price score). There
were 200 total possible points for the determination of the final
score. In case of a tie, the proposer with the highest final tech-
nical proposal score would be awarded the contract.

Step 19. Prepare and Distribute Request for Proposals (RFP)

ODOT developed the contract RFP, which provided the
forms, instructions, and scoring system that would be used to
objectively evaluate the technical proposal. The value of the
technical and management criteria was given to each pro-
poser in the RFP. A schedule of deductions was included to
show the importance of the different criteria and how they
would be scored, an approach intended to make the process
as objective as possible. Proposers were able to score their
technical proposals before submitting them to the committee,
thereby having a good idea of what technical score they would
receive from the technical evaluation committee. A sealed
price proposal was due at the same time as the technical
proposals. The other bid documents included instructions
regarding the components of the project and the price evalu-
ation method. The documents in the RFP included the Spec-
ifications and Special Provisions, Price Proposal Booklet,
and Technical Qualifications Proposal Booklet. Figure D1.9,
at the end of the case study, is the description of work that
was included on the first page of each RFP booklet. An
excerpt from the Special Provisions that outlines the specifi-
cations relevant to the proposals and contract award proce-
dure in the best value process is shown in Figure D1.10, also
found at the end of the case study.

Step 20. Conduct Preproposal Conference

Each proposer was required to visit the I-5 bridge site and
speak individually to the ODOT Project Manager. This one-
on-one meeting allowed each contractor to receive personal
attention. All of the questions received by the Project Manager
from the various proposers were used to modify the final ver-
sion of the RFP. The proposers also received an unsigned set
of drawings and a 75 percent complete set of specifications.

Step 21. Collect Both Sealed Technical /Management 
and Price Proposals

The technical proposals and the price proposals from each
proposer were received at the same time. Only the techni-
cal proposals were forwarded to the evaluation committee.
The technical evaluation committee had 6 days to complete
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the scoring of the technical proposals before the date set for
the public bid opening.

Step 22. Evaluate Technical /Management Proposals

The five-member evaluation committee evaluated each tech-
nical proposal. The committee was removed from outside
influences while scoring the technical proposals. The com-
mittee used the evaluation weighting scale and predeter-
mined schedule of deductions that was included in the RFP
distributed to the proposers. When the committee finished
scoring the proposals, a sealed envelope with the results was
forwarded to the bid opening official.

Step 23. Public Proposal Opening

At the bid opening, the sealed price proposals were opened
first and the price announced for each proposer. Then, the
technical evaluation score of each proposer was read. An
average bid price was calculated. The next step was the cal-
culation and announcement of the price score of each pro-
poser. Because both the price and technical proposal results
each accounted for 50 percent of the total final score of the
proposer, the total number of possible points was 200. After
all proposals were opened and announced, the total final score
(price score plus technical score) was calculated, cross-
checked, and announced. The proposer with the highest score
was awarded the contract. If there had been a tie, the proposer
with the highest technical proposal score would have been
awarded the contract. There was no tie for this project. The
final scoring summaries of the five proposing contractors for
the project can be found in Table D1.2.

Step 24. Award Contract

The successful proposer with the highest final score was
Contractor B. This contractor received both the highest tech-
nical score and the maximum allowed price score and was rec-
ommended for the award of the project. Contractor B was also
the low bidder on the project by approximately $500,000.

Step 25. Conduct Preconstruction Conference

The preconstruction conference was the same in content
as any traditional preconstruction conference; the basic dif-
ference being that it was held the day after the public bid
opening.

Step 26. Perform Construction

The selected contractor met all inspection and material
delivery deadlines and finished construction in only 7 days
of the allowed maximum 21-day window. All the fabricated
parts were correct and installation went smoothly.
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Figure D1.9. Description of work.

Step 27. Evaluate Effectiveness of Method

ODOT had added an incentive/disincentive that was not
originally part of the project. The road user cost of closing the
I-5 northbound bridge and rerouting the traffic was in excess
of $100,000 per day. The incentive/disincentive was separated
into $4,000/hour. The contractor received a $1.4 million incen-
tive award for completing the work early. The total contract
work was $2.9 million. The quality of the finished trunnion
work is exemplary. The effectiveness evaluation consisted of
identifying advantages, disadvantages, and lessons learned
from the project experience.

Advantages of ODOT’s Best Value Process

• No contractors are excluded.
• Contractors provide two separate sealed proposals at the

same time:
–Technical qualifications proposal
–Price proposal.

• Technical qualifications proposals are scored by an eval-
uation committee, consisting of:
–Oregon DOT Bridge Preservation Engineer,
–Washington DOT Bridge Preservation Engineer,
–Structural Designer of Record (Consultant),
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Figure D1.10. Special provisions (continued on next page).
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Figure D1.10. (Continued).
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Figure D1.10. (Continued).
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Figure D1.10. (Continued).
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Figure D1.10. (Continued).

TABLE D1.2 Final scoring summaries



–AGC Representative, and
–Oregon DOT Contract Unit Agreements Coordinator.

• Bidding documents provide contractors with the detailed
scoring system used.

• Technical items scored are directly related to risk factors
for project success.

• Technical scores are made public at the same time that
price proposals are opened.

• Price score is calculated relative to the average bid
price.

• Contractor with the highest value combination of price
and technical qualifications will be awarded the project.

Disadvantages of ODOT’s Best Value Process

• Requires an internal champion to push the process along,
especially if the agency is using it for the first time.

• Evaluation of the technical proposals takes time and
personnel.

• Time and effort required to put together a clean and well-
developed RFP is very important.

• Increases contractor’s bidding cost because of the techni-
cal proposal requirements that must be satisfied to submit
a high scoring proposal.

Contractor’s Response

The contractor’s response to the new Technical Quali-
fications Plus Price Contracting was very positive. The
contractors generally approved of the idea of prequalifi-
cation and liked the incremental scoring system used on
this project better than the usual pass–fail system. The
contractors would rather see this process used on more
complicated projects instead of setting a dollar value as
the determining factor in the selection of projects to use
the process.
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Lessons Learned

• The framework for the technical evaluation should be
included in the contract so that it cannot be changed.

• The agency must demonstrate commitment to the process
to assure the contractors that it will follow the rules cre-
ated for the technical evaluation.

• A reasonably knowledgeable person should be available
to score the technical proposals.

Step 28. Policy Decision: Will the Agency Continue Further
Application of Best Value?

The AGC and general contractors are open to ODOT using
the best value process again, as an exemption on projects that
contain a complicated process. Each potential use of the best
value process would be an exception and the contracting com-
munity would be informed prior to use. This process has the
potential to be valuable in the areas of interchange replace-
ments and modifications, through the use of the contractor’s
expertise in staged construction, traffic control, prefabrication,
and rapid sequencing of work.

Steps 30, 31, and 32. Recommend Changes, Refine 
Program, and Continue 
Implementation of Best Value

ODOT will be refining the best value program based on
recommendations that emerge from the advantages and dis-
advantages of the process, contractors’ response, and lessons
learned. ODOT anticipates using the best value process on
future critical projects that can demonstrate unusual techni-
cal complexity; industry supports this approach. Other fac-
tors in determining the use of the best value process besides
unusual work and urgency are severe consequences and pub-
lic impact. The best value process has the potential of avoid-
ing the pitfalls of a mismatch between real requirements and
the skills of the lowest bidder by focusing on qualifications
to perform the work.
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APPENDIX D2

BEST VALUE PREQUALIFICATION EVALUATION EXAMPLE

The following example is presented to illustrate Steps 9
through 14 of the process model for best value contracting
included in the body of these guidelines. These steps are
described by this best value prequalification evaluation exam-
ple. The basis of the process has been adapted from a case
study of the U.S. Navy.

BEST VALUE PREQUALIFICATION
EVALUATION EXAMPLE

This simple example, provided for illustrative purposes
only, is designed to illustrate how the Best Value Prequalifi-
cation Process described in Steps 9 through 14 of the Best
Value Process Model Flowchart might be implemented. The
example does not represent an actual project or a case study of
a U.S. Navy project. The factors, subfactors, weights, ratings,
and minimum points necessary for prequalification should not
be taken as specific recommendations. They are offered for the
purposes of illustrating one possible framework for a technical/
management evaluation. Some of the subfactors used for the
best value portion of the prequalification process are adapted
from subfactors used by the U.S. Navy for best value procure-
ment of construction-only contracts.

EXAMPLE PROJECT

Two miles of rubberized asphalt pavement over a portland
cement concrete base course are used to illustrate this hypo-
thetical example.

Prequalification Screening Stage

If the contractor receives a “Fail” rating in any of the
three criteria in column 1 of Table D2.1, or fails to submit
any required forms, documents, or permits, the contractor

will be deemed as unqualified and will not be evaluated any
further.

Best Value Prequalification Stage

The request for qualifications consists of three factors:
(1) management (25%), (2) past performance (25%), and
(3) technical (50%). These three factors are each divided
into three subfactors, as shown in Figure D2.1. These sub-
factors and their relative weights are given in Tables D2.2
through D2.4. The three categories and their weights would
be determined in accordance with the goals established in
Step 2 of the Best Value Process Model (Determine Moti-
vation for Implementing Best Value).

EXAMPLE EVALUATION

An example of a possible rating system for a best value
evaluation and ratings for two hypothetical contractors are
presented in this section.

Adjectival Rating System

Each subfactor is assigned an adjectival rating according to
Table D2.5. Each of these adjectival ratings listed in column 1
corresponds to the numerical value listed in column 2.

Along with the adjectival rating assigned to each subfactor,
a written narrative providing the rationale behind the ranking
must be prepared.

Evaluation Committee

The evaluation committee for this example consists of three
members. Each of the three members will assign an adjectival
rating to each of the subfactors.

TABLE D2.1 Prequalification screening criteria
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Figure D2.1. Evaluation factors.
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TABLE D2.2 Management factor

TABLE D2.3 Past performance factor

TABLE D2.4 Technical factor
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Minimum Aggregate Points 
Necessary for Prequalification

The minimum points necessary for prequalification must
be established before the RFQ is distributed. This value
must be determined by some logical process. In this exam-
ple, a value of 3.0 was chosen because that is the rating that
would result from a contractor receiving an average rating
of “Acceptable.” A stipulation could be added whereby any
contractor that scores an “Unacceptable” on a particularly
critical subfactor, or accumulates more than a specified

TABLE D2.5 Adjectival rating system

TABLE D2.6 Adjectival rating sheet for Contractor A

TABLE D2.7 Adjectival rating sheet for Contractor B



maximum number of “Unacceptable” ratings, is automati-
cally disqualified.

Example Adjectival Rating Sheets

The adjectival ratings assigned by the evaluation committee
are translated into the corresponding numerical value and
averaged for each contractor. Examples of this process are
provided in Tables D2.6 and D2.7 for hypothetical contractors
A and B, respectively.
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Example Numerical Rating Sheets

In Tables D2.8 and D2.9 the average aggregate rating
awarded for each subfactor (column 3) is multiplied by its
respective weight (column 2). The weights in column 2 are the
combined percentages of subfactor and factor weights. For
example, subfactor 1A is weighted as 0.4 of factor 1. Factor 1
has a total weight of 0.25. Therefore, subfactor 1A has an over-
all weight of 0.100 (0.4 × 0.25). The results of this operation
are tabulated in column 4 and are then summed to give the con-
tractor’s total rating.

TABLE D2.8 Numerical rating sheet for Contractor A

TABLE D2.9 Numerical rating sheet for Contractor B



SUMMARY

Contractors with a total rating greater than or equal to the
minimum points necessary for prequalification (3.0 in this
example) will be qualified to submit a bid. Those with a rating
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of less than the minimum necessary will not be asked to sub-
mit a price bid. In this example, as shown in Table D2.10,
Contractors A, C, and E are prequalified to move on to the
next phase of proposal evaluation (the price phase), whereas
Contractors B and D are not.

TABLE D2.10 Summary sheet for example prequalification process



Abbreviations used without definitions in TRB publications:

AASHO American Association of State Highway Officials
AASHTO American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
ASCE American Society of Civil Engineers
ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers
ASTM American Society for Testing and Materials
FAA Federal Aviation Administration
FHWA Federal Highway Administration
FRA Federal Railroad Administration
FTA Federal Transit Administration
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
ITE Institute of Transportation Engineers
NCHRP National Cooperative Highway Research Program
NCTRP National Cooperative Transit Research and Development Program
NHTSA National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
SAE Society of Automotive Engineers
TCRP Transit Cooperative Research Program
TRB Transportation Research Board
U.S.DOT United States Department of Transportation

Advisers to the Nation on Science, Engineering, and Medicine

National Academy of Sciences
National Academy of Engineering
Institute of Medicine
National Research Council

The Transportation Research Board is a unit of the National Research Council, which serves 
the National Academy of Sciences and the National Academy of Engineering. The Board’s 
mission is to promote innovation and progress in transportation by stimulating and conducting 
research, facilitating the dissemination of information, and encouraging the implementation of 
research results. The Board’s varied activities annually draw on approximately 4,000 engineers, 
scientists, and other transportation researchers and practitioners from the public and private 
sectors and academia, all of whom contribute their expertise in the public interest. The program 
is supported by state transportation departments, federal agencies including the component 
administrations of the U.S. Department of Transportation, and other organizations and 
individuals interested in the development of transportation. 

The National Academy of Sciences is a private, nonprofit, self-perpetuating society of distin-
guished scholars engaged in scientific and engineering research, dedicated to the furtherance 
of science and technology and to their use for the general welfare. Upon the authority of the 
charter granted to it by the Congress in 1863, the Academy has a mandate that requires it to 
advise the federal government on scientific and technical matters. Dr. Bruce M. Alberts is 
president of the National Academy of Sciences. 

The National Academy of Engineering was established in 1964, under the charter of the 
National Academy of Sciences, as a parallel organization of outstanding engineers. It is 
autonomous in its administration and in the selection of its members, sharing with the National 
Academy of Sciences the responsibility for advising the federal government. The National 
Academy of Engineering also sponsors engineering programs aimed at meeting national needs, 
encourages education and research, and recognizes the superior achievements of engineers. 
Dr. William A. Wulf is president of the National Academy of Engineering.

The Institute of Medicine was established in 1970 by the National Academy of Sciences to 
secure the services of eminent members of appropriate professions in the examination of policy 
matters pertaining to the health of the public. The Institute acts under the responsibility given to 
the National Academy of Sciences by its congressional charter to be an adviser to the federal 
government and, upon its own initiative, to identify issues of medical care, research, and 
education. Dr. Kenneth I. Shine is president of the Institute of Medicine.

The National Research Council was organized by the National Academy of Sciences in 1916 
to associate the broad community of science and technology with the Academy’s purpose of 
furthering knowledge and advising the federal government. Functioning in accordance with 
general policies determined by the Academy, the Council has become the principal operating 
agency of both the National Academy of Sciences and the National Academy of Engineering in 
providing services to the government, the public, and the scientific and engineering 
communities. The Council is administered jointly by both the Academies and the Institute of 
Medicine. Dr. Bruce M. Alberts and Dr. William A. Wulf are chairman and vice chairman, 
respectively, of the National Research Council.  
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